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Using 3D direct numerical simulations of the Navier–Stokes equations, we study the effect of wall
roughness on the onset of turbulence in channel flow. The dependence of the friction factor on the
Reynolds number, Re, is found to follow a generalized Forchheimer law, which interpolates between
the laminar and inertial asymptotes. The transition between these two asymptotes occurs at a first
critical Re, Rec, that depends nontrivially on the roughness amplitude. We identify the transition
from subcritical to supercritical onset by looking at the dependence of the velocity fluctuations
on Re for different roughness amplitudes. We find that this second critical Re is comparable in
magnitude to Rec, implying that transitional flow is an integral part of flow in open fractures when
Re and the roughness amplitude are sufficiently high.
Since the early experiments by Reynolds [1], the on-
set of turbulence in wall-bounded flows has been an open
problem in fluid dynamics with recent breakthroughs in
our understanding of the flow between smooth walls [2–
5]. In the smooth-wall limit, the onset of turbulence is via
a subcritical transition, meaning that the laminar state is
linearly stable and nonlinear perturbations are necessary
in order to produce proliferation of self-sustained velocity
fluctuations. These localised turbulent structures spread
or decay and fill the system through spatiotemporal in-
termittency. In recent works, the subcritical transition
in flows bounded by smooth walls is connected to di-
rected percolation phase transition, and, in certain lim-
its, it may even belong to the same universality class [6–
12]. Much less is known about the nature of the onset to
turbulence in the presence of wall roughness. The classi-
cal Nikuradse measurements of the friction factor in pipe
flows with discrete wall asperities remain the main bench-
mark in this field [13]. Recent work [14, 15] has reported
that the addition of a sufficient amount of particles to
pipe flows may render the laminar base flow unstable and
the transition to turbulence supercritical, directly pass-
ing to turbulence without spatiotemporal intermittency.
In this Letter, we present a first systematic study on
the transition to turbulence in 3D flows bounded by
rough walls that have a continuous and self-affine rough-
ness. This can be considered as a prototypical, minimal
model for flow in fractured materials. Albeit flow in open
fractures has been extensively studied computationally, it
is mostly in the low Re regime [16–18] or for steady state
flows [18–20]. In contrast, unsteady flow in open fractures
is much less studied and understood [17, 19], hence its im-
pact on macroscopic transport properties remain elusive,
particularly around the turbulent transition point. For
instance in Ref. [17], the authors simulated high-velocity
time-independent flow in a 2D self-affine fracture joint,
and found that the relationship between average forcing
f and mean flow ux was well described by a cubic form
[21, 22], f ∼ ux + ku3x (k being an empirical constant) at
low Re, and the empirical Forchheimer law,
f = aux + bu
2
x, (1)
at higher Re (a, b are empirical coefficients).
Using 3D direct numerical simulations (DNS) of the
Navier–Stokes equations, we determine robust scaling
behaviour of friction factor (proportional to the mean
force) with Re (proportional to the mean flow velocity)
and roughness amplitude in the time-dependent transient
regime. Furthermore, by looking at the fluctuation-based
Reynolds number (proportional to the mean-square fluc-
tuations), we show that the transition to turbulence
changes from being subcritical to being supercritical for
sufficiently large roughness amplitude.
Numerical setup: As a simple idealisation of open
fracture, we consider two identical self-affine surfaces that
are shifted vertically along the z axis by a fixed distance
d. They form a channel which is periodic in the x and
y in-plane directions. Thus the Re number based on the
flux through any perpendicular cross section is uniformly
well-defined. This type of geometry is known as a frac-
ture joint, resulting from mode I fracture, in contrast to a
fault, where the surfaces would be shifted both vertically
and in the xy plane [17]. The self-affine fracture surface
denoted as a z = h(x, y) [23] is a random surface that
is statistically invariant under the scale transformation
(x, y, z) → (λx, λy, λHz), [24, 25]. Here, H is the Hurst
exponent, which we set to H = 0.8, representative for
most fractures in 3D [26, 27].
We define the roughness amplitude as
the root-mean-square height deviation, A =
L−1(
∫ L
0
∫ L
0
h2(x, y) dx dy)1/2. Due to the self-affine
nature of the surface, the amplitude scales with the
system size as A ∼ LH . We therefore expect that the
flow properties dependent on the roughness amplitude
will also indirectly scale non-trivially with the system
size. This has been investigated in the lubrication ap-
proximation (see e.g. [28]), but is computationally much
more challenging to do in 3D DNS. Due to the inherent
computational complexity, we limit our study to a fixed
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2size L. The roughness amplitudes have been chosen to
be A = 0, 0.1d, 0.2d, 0.5d, and 0.8d, as compared to the
channel width d = 1.
We perform DNS of the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations; ∂tu+u·∇u−ν∇2u = −∇p+f , and∇·u = 0,
in a channel with self-affine walls using a finite element
method and unstructured tetrahedral meshes [29]. Here
u is the velocity field, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and
p is the pressure [30]. The flow is driven by a constant,
uniform body force f , either to a laminar or a transi-
tionally turbulent flow depending on the magnitude of f .
The force f is in the steady state (where the velocity is
at, or temporally fluctuating around, a constant value)
compensated by the friction between the flow field and
the rough walls. At the same time it controls the in-
jected energy per time,
∫
Ω
f · udV (V is volume), which
is compensated by the (turbulent or laminar) dissipation
rate, both at the walls and in the bulk. In all simula-
tions, no-slip conditions are applied at the boundaries,
u = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ω. In order not to trigger any spurious
long-lived turbulent modes, we start all simulations from
below, i.e. either at Re = 0 or from a steady laminar or
a transitional state below the sought Re.
Friction factor: We define a dimensionless geometri-
cal friction coefficient Cf = fd
2/(12ν 〈ux〉) [32] Another
commonly applied quantity for pipe flows is the Darcy
friction factor fD, defined through the Darcy–Weisbach
relation fD = fd/(
1
2 〈ux〉2). These two quantities are
related to each other by
Cf =
fDRe
24
. (2)
For the special case of laminar flow between two parallel
plates (PPL), we thus have fD = 24/Re. In Fig. 1 (a),
we present a diagram of the statistical steady-state re-
lationship between Re and the friction factor Cf for the
various roughness amplitudes. For low Re, Cf attains a
constant value dependent on the roughness A, whereas
at higher Re, there is a crossover where Cf increases lin-
early with Re. The crossover between the two regimes
is where the flow becomes non-laminar and the inertial
effects begin to take over.
In order to quantify the crossover in Re, we consider
this functional form as a good fit to the entire range of
data, at each roughness:
Cf
Cf,0
=
[
1 +
(
Re
Rec
)β]1/β
. (3)
Here, Cf,0 is the purely geomeric friction factor, identified
in the limit Re → 0, while Rec is a critical Re number
where the inertial effects come into play. The exponent
β in Eq. (3) controls the width of the transition region
between the two regimes; a high exponent indicates a
narrow region (fast decay) and vice versa. Note also that
when β → ∞, Cf/Cf,0 = max(1,Re/Rec). When β =
1, Eq. (3) is consistent with the Forchheimer law (1);
see also [33] . Further, when β = 2, Eq. (3) attains
a quadratic correction term for Re/Rec  1, which is
consistent with the weak inertia law.
It is thus clear that Eq. (3) can be seen as a generalized
Forchheimer equation. While Eq. (3) does not have a di-
rect physical motivation, it describes the data well and
provides an unbiased determination of Rec for all rough-
ness amplitudes A. Cf,0 can be read off directly from
the simulation data in the Re ' 0 limit, which means
that β and Rec can be considered as the only two fitting
parameters in the expression, and are readily calculated
using a nonlinear least squares method.
A final test of the unified description of the data pre-
sented in Fig. 1 (a) is to inspect how well they collapse
when rescaled by the parameters Cf,0, Rec. In Fig. 1
(e), we plot for all simulated roughness amplitudes A,
Cf/Cf,0 as a function of Re/Rec. For all A, the data is
seen to follow the same asymptotic behaviour, differing
only in the transition region (which in the least squares
fit was captured by β). In particular, the transition re-
gion becomes wider as the roughness is increased, consis-
tent with the quantitative observation of the behaviour
of β(A).
Fluctuation-based Re number: We separate between
steady (laminar) flow and unsteady flow, which can in
principle mean both time-periodic laminar flow (where
there is essentially no nonlinear transfer of energy across
scales) or turbulent flow. However, we assume that
for flow over a sufficiently large rough surface (with
high enough amplitude to produce detaching vortices),
a time-periodic signal from a single defect will not con-
tribute noteworthy to the overall transport properties.
Above this, there will be several (for an infinitely large
domain, infinitely many) interacting ‘defects’ that pro-
duce vortices, and thus no time-periodic signal should
be found. By using Reynolds decomposition, the ve-
locity field u(x, t) can be decomposed into its expecta-
tion value u(x) and the velocity fluctuations u′(x, t),
i.e. u(x, t) = u(x) + u′(x, t). Now, an indicator func-
tion for turbulent intensity can be found by defining
q(x, t) = |u′(x, t)|2. Since we are primarily interested
in the global presence of transitional flow, we use the
space-and-time averaged indicator function 〈q〉, which
should only depend on Re and A, where the error (or
standard deviation) can be estimated based on the tem-
poral fluctuations of 〈q〉 (t). This leads to the definition
of a fluctuation-based Re number [34],
Re′ =
√
〈q〉d
ν
, (4)
which has the property that it is approximately zero for
steady or close to steady (laminar) flow, and positive for
spatially extended unsteady (transitional) flow.
In Fig. 2, we show the dependence of Re′ on the flux-
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FIG. 1. (a) Friction factor Cf plotted against Reynolds number Re for the five roughness amplitudes. The data for PPF
marked with star symbols are taken from Xiong et al. [31]. Inset: Darcy friction factor fD versus Re number for the same
roughness amplitudes. (b–d) Parameters entering into the generalized Forchheimer equation (3) as a function of roughness
amplitude A. In (c), the numerical simulations using the Navier–Stokes equations (NS) are compared to the parallel plate law
(PPL) and the local cubic law (LCL), which yields reasonable agreement. A parabolic fit to the simulation data (blue line) is
shown as a guide to the eye. (e) Data collapse of the scaled geometric friction factor, Cf/Cf,0, as function of Re/Rec for all
roughness amplitudes A considered in the present work. In particular, we show the data presented in the main panel of (a),
when Re and Cf are rescaled by the parameters Rec and Cf,0, respectively shown in (b) and (c).
based Re for all simulated roughness amplitudes A. For
sufficiently high Re, the data for all roughness ampli-
tudes obey linear relationships. For the lowest ampli-
tude, A = 0.1, the transition appears to be subcritical
(as it is for A = 0). Around Re ' 1100, the error bars
increase, indicating large temporal oscillations in the in-
stantaneous turbulent intensity 〈q〉. This indicates the
presence of a metastable turbulent band which will even-
tually decay given sufficiently long time [35]. Further-
more, the linear trend found by fitting a linear slope to
the data points for which Re′ ≥ δ (δ = 10−3 is a small
numerical tolerance), does not extend down to Re′ = 0.
However, for A > 0.1 it does, meaning that unsteady flow
is continuously produced by the boundary for Re > Rec,q,
where Rec,q is a second critical Re number which quan-
tifies the point where transitional flow sets in, in con-
trast to the point of nonlinear flow resistance quantified
by Rec. This suggests that the transition to turbulence
changes from being subcritical to being supercritical at
a roughness amplitude A ∈ [0.1, 0.2].
Based on the adequacy of linear fits (as outlined above)
to describe the Re′(Re) data over roughly an order of
magnitude, we propose the following relation:
Re′ =
{
0 for Re < Rec,q,
kq(Re− Rec,q) for Re ≥ Rec,q,
(5)
which should hold for amplitudes A & 0.2.
Conclusion and discussion: One major advancement
of this study compared to previous ones is that we focus
on time-dependent transitional flow for various rough-
ness amplitudes. In summary, the impact of a generic
self-affine roughness on the macroscopic flow properties
was found to be the following: (i) The purely geometric
friction factor, Cf,0 corresponding to the Re → 0 limit
of the geometric friction factor Cf , scales approximately
quadratically with roughness amplitude A. (ii) Secondly,
the critical Re number Rec where inertial effects come
into play decreases monotonously with A. (iii) The
crossover region from the constant asymptote, Cf ∼ Cf,0
for Re  Rec, to the linear asymptote Cf ∼ Re for
Re Rec, can be described by a generalised Forchheimer
equation (3). The velocity fluctuations associated with
transitional flow turn out to have a pronounced effect,
and in particular they appear at a second well-defined
Rec,q, which has a qualitatively similar dependence on
A as Rec, and is larger than Rec for sufficiently high A.
Thus, there is then a region Re ∈ [Rec,Rec,q] where in-
ertial effects are present but the flow remains laminar.
This implies that turbulent effects must be accounted for
in simulations on larger scales already at such moder-
ate Re. Finally, our simulations and subsequent analysis
suggest the turbulent transition in a rough channel goes
from being subcritical (at low A) to being supercritical at
some critical amplitude Ac ∈ [0.1, 0.2]. This behaviour
is consistent with recent observations on particle-laden
pipe flows [14, 15], where the transition also exhibits a
change from being sub- to supercritical at high particle
densities. In our setup, the disordered boundary rough-
ness plays an analogous role to particle density, rendering
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FIG. 2. (a) The fluctuation-based Reynolds number Re′ (indicator of turbulence) as a function of the flux-based Reynolds
number Re, for all considered roughness amplitudes A. (b) The same data as in (a), but scaled and shifted according to the
relation (5). (c–d) The parameters for the collapse to (5) determined by a least-squares fit. (e) The ratio between the turbulent
critical Reynolds number Rec,q and the inertial critical Reynolds number Rec.
the laminar base flow unstable at sufficiently high Re.
A limitation of the present work is that we have, due to
computational limitations, considered only a single real-
isation of a self-affine surface and varied only the rough-
ness amplitude. In order to investigate the robustness
and possible universal aspects of the present work, fu-
ture research should not only consider ensemble averages
of self-affine surfaces, but also of other types of roughness
(e.g. Nikuradse-type roughness [13, 36]). Indeed, there is
a possibility that our results are sensitive to the largest
obstacle in the domain. A second limitation, related to
this, is the question of scale. In our simulations, the do-
main size was fixed to L = 10d, while it is known that
transport properties of self-affine channels scale nontriv-
ially with the system size [28]. Future work should there-
fore critically reexamine whether the functional forms
found here are valid regardless of L. Finally, to properly
quantify the universality class of the transition, signifi-
cantly larger domains are needed. As a comparison, the
length scale of the domain considered in a recent study
of Waleffe flow [37] was roughly equivalent to L ' 1280d
(in our units). Such domain sizes are out of reach with
the finite element method presented herein, and an alter-
native route might be to follow in the lines of Ref. [38],
who instead of resolving the complex boundary directly,
used an effective body force to model boundary friction
[39]. However, this way of modelling roughness cannot
produce vortices that are released into the bulk, and is
thus invalid when the roughness amplitude is sufficiently
large.
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